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Asking price

USD 13,850,000
Built

2021, Mangusta, Italy 

Length

33 m / 109 ft
Beam

7.39 m / 24.3 ft
Max Draft

1.88 m / 6.2 ft
Gross Tonnage

228

Flag

Marshall Island
Lying

Miami, FL

Displacement at Full Load

130 t / 286,600 lbs
Exterior Designer

Alberto Mancini / Overmarine Group
Interior Designer

Alberto Mancini / Overmarine Group

Construction

Hull – Singleskin Composite / Superstructure – Sandwich Composite
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Engines

4x Volvo Penta D13 1000 IB 1000 hp @ 2400 rpm

Crew
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DOPAMINE

Displacement at Half Load

115 t / 253,500 lbs

Cruising speed (at half load)

21 knots
Maximum speed (at half load)

26 knots
Range at cruising speed

400 nm

Guests

12
Cabins

5
Heads

6
Crew Cabins
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Fuel Capacity

10,500 l / 2,780 gal
Water Capacity

2,000 l / 530 gal
Engine Hours

1,004
Stabilizers

Zero Speed & Underway



DOPAMINE is a highly customized 33 Gran Sport that shows in better-than-
new condition thanks to a full-time crew of 6. 

Stepping onboard DOPAMINE you immediately recognize that she was built for 
an experienced, knowledgeable owner who has customized her into a work of 
art. As you continue through this brochure you will notice the long list of 
upgrades and modifications found onboard DOPAMINE that set her apart from 
not only from other Mangusta 33 Gran Sports, but any other yacht in this class 
currently on the market.

DOPAMINE

About Key features

1,000 original hours with 
her IPS under extended 
warranty

Sleeps 10 guests in 5 cabins 
including a spacious on-
deck master

innovating jacuzzi on the 
bow with extensive lounge 
area

Substantial tender garage 
back aft that can house a 
Williams 550 jet tender or 2 
full size jet skis + additional 
water sports toys.
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Overview

It’s the attention to detail on small items that would typically go unnoticed. 

Like how the stabilizers have been silenced to assure that the interior of the yacht remains as quiet as possible when they are engaged, or how they 
increased the diameter of the water intake so that you can fill or empty the jacuzzi as fast as possible assuring it is available on short notice. Simple 
things like how the extraction fan in the galley was designed in such a way to avoid condensation thus eliminating the opportunity for mold to 
form. It was meeting with the technical department at Mangusta to find an acceptable solution with the discharge value so that the galley sink can 
include a macerator/disposal. The galley also happens to include the largest possible oven that would fit into the space & upgraded it to Gagganeau 
(which is better for baking bread as per one of the clients comments). The owner has clearly listened to the feedback from his crew on his previous 
yacht to assure that these small items are address assuring ease of operation during the ownership of 'DOPAMINE.’

DOPAMINE is a US Specification model with shore power converters with just over 1,000hrs on her engines. She features an upgraded A/V systems, 
Starlink, Upgraded decor package that also incorporated increased headroom on both the main & lower decks which makes a noticeable difference. 
She is operated with a full-time crew of 6 to assure the yacht is in 'better than new' condition. Seahub, the most user-friendly yacht management 
software on the market is utilized to assure all maintenance is current and up-to-date.

Her engines have only 1,000+ hours and there is an extended warranty on her IPS. Generator hours are right at 4,700 with all services current.
The upgraded decor is absolutely noticeable when compared to other 33 Gran Sports - from the hard wood floors, the marble & onyx stone that was 
specifically chosen by the client, the leathers, suede wall coverings - it is all intricately laid together with soft blues and earth tones giving a warm & 
inviting feel.

DOPAMINE has an appealing Bahamas draft below 6' - she has just completed her annual flag & class surveys and is MLC compliant, commercially 
registered, Marshall Island flagged. DOPAMINE shows in new condition and is truly an excellent opportunity for a client looking to purchase a turn-
key yacht.
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Walkthrough

Walking up the passarelle you arrive at the aft deck which has a centerline U-shaped settee, table and chairs great for dining or lounging. Forward to port 
is a full-service bar, to starboard stairs that lead up the sundeck. Both to port and starboard you have full walk arounds great for the crew when docking 
or maneuvering the vessel.

Stepping into the main salon you immediately notice the 7' headroom (found on both the main and lower decks). The sliding doors have very little 
threshold so easy to step over. Custom hardwood floors highlight the space which is separate into an aft lounge area with L-shaped settee and forward of 
that the formal dining which is complemented by sliding doors both to port & starboard so when opened create a refreshing cross breeze while dining (or 
leave them open when at anchor to enjoy the fresh air).

Continuing forward to port you enter the crew panty, crew access to the upper wheelhouse & forward to the galley. The layout of the yacht allows the 
crew to seamlessly travel between decks without interfering or interacting with the guests assuring complete privacy to the owners’ party . The galley has 
large windows and plenty of counter space for chef prep & plating. Appliances are upgraded to a larger Gagganeau oven, vent hood, stovetop and other 
accessories all chef grade and great for entertaining both large or small parties.

Moving forward on the main deck to starboard you pass the day-head and end at an extremely spacious full beam master cabin complete with massive 
windows, large wardrobe, shower that was enlarged to fit 2 people and incorporates a steam shower feature, and his & hers heads.

The lower deck consists of 4 cabins with the 2 aft cabins mirroring one another with king-size beds, and the forward 2 are identical both with queen 
berths that can separate to forward 2 single beds. This option assures you have the proper sleeping arrangement depending on the guests staying 
onboard.

Crew accommodations which are accessible on the main deck and located forward on the lower level have 2 bunk cabins located forward each with their 
own en-suite. The aft cabin is the larger captain's cabin so it sleeps 5 - crew mess has a sitting area and appliances.

The final areas to discuss is the sundeck which flows forward to the bow area connected from the port side door combining both spaces into one. The 
sundeck has a large hardtop with glass skylights, formal dining area, bar, upper helm station and lounge area located back aft covered with a sunshade. 
The bow area also has sunshades and a large bunny pad, sitting area with table and one of my favorite features onboard is the jacuzzi. When not in use 
sunpads cover the space leaving a fantastic area to enjoy when blasting around at 26 knots. Love this upper deck - if entertaining a large party you can 
use the area as if onboard a 50m so it is very well thought out.

Back aft at the transom you have a tender garage that houses a Williams 550 jet tender and storage for watersports toys. Currently DOPAMINE carries 2 
brand new jet skis with the tender in storage.
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Manufacturer Description

THE RANGE- Accelerate Your Aspirations
With its aggressive styling and exhilarating speed, the Mangusta Gran Sport range represents the perfect fusion of high performance and long 
range. Able to voyage over extended distances quickly and comfortable, it allows you to accelerate towards. your aspirations - and the time to enjoy 
them to the fullest.

THE MODEL- Where Design Meets Technology
The Mangusta Gran Sport 33 is capable of swift speeds and good fuel economy. She harmoniously blends stylish design and technical solutions, a 
strong personality and timeless elegance, sporty features and comfort, sleek lines and a perfect balance between exteriors and interiors. She 
expresses Mangusta yachts distinctive en plein air lifestyle to the fullest and allow you to live life at your speed. The essence of excellence.

THE INTERIOR- Tailored To Meet Your Aspirations
Every Mangusta interior is tailored to the tastes and preferences of our Owners. It takes supreme attention to detail to create a home away from 
home on the water. By only selecting the finest materials and the most talented craftsmen, we ensure that each interior design is totally unique 
and customized to fit your aspirations like a glove. Because true comfort is also about feeling comfortable.

THE LAYOUT- Custom Is Key
A smart interior and exterior layout determines both the comfort of those on board and the efficient operation of the vessel. Mangusta defines the 
standard general arrangement to ensure maximum enjoyment of guests and proper separation of the crew areas. But custom is key, and Owners 
are completely free to introduce their own solutions to achieve their ideal yacht.
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Equipment List - Upgrades

§ MCA (LY4) Compliance with REG Yacht Code - Part A for short 
range yacht

§ Main Deck Fwd Awning System Multiplex with manually 
installed carbon fiber poles

§ Satellite TV System- TV-Sat SeaTel TV 80

§ Steam Shower in Owner's Bathroom

§ Underwater Lights (10) Ship Control white

§ Thermal Camera - FLIR model M364 stabilized IP thermal 
camera 30 Hz

§ Video on Demand System- Server Sealux with internal storage 8 
TB RAID mode, with (5) client A/V

§ CCTV System with (3) cameras and server storage

§ Air Conditioning- Different for upgrade to A/C configuration

§ Shore Power Frequency Converter 50kVA- Allows vessel to 
travel all around the world and connect to any marina shore 
power supply

§ 10 bis Yacht Receptacles Frequency Converter 12kVA- Plugs 
throughout the vessel are 110 Vac 60Hz systems

§ Sundeck Aft Awning System Multiplex with manually installed 
carbon fiber poles
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§ Communication Data (Internet) V-Sat SAILOR 600

§ Fuel Polishing System Reverso fuel depurator system

§ Telephone System VoIP with (6) phones

§ Side Boarding Ladder fitted on main deck starboard or portside

§ Black and Grey Water Treatment System- Selmar Mod. Blue SEA 
2500/Plus compliant with MEPC 227 (64) Marpol and MED 
2014/90/EC

§ External Volume Controls

§ Galley provided with (2) speakers connected to Denon System 
of the main deck salon (same zone)

§ Most of the external speakers are separate in zones or can be 
played all together including the main saloon. The only two 
zones that are not separate are the exterior aft deck and the 
beach area, which are joined together

§ SAT TV and Satellite V-SAT System remain as original 
specification

§ CCTV Extra Cameras- (2) on the side main deck and (1) in the 
engine room

§ WiFi Network with multiple access points which properly cover 
the entire vessel

DOPAMINE



Equipment List - Upgrades

§ Owner's Cabin- Custom Layout

§ Shower bulkhead not transparent

§ TV pops up from cabinet in front of the shower wall

§ Owner's Cabin 55" TV with pop-up

§ Vanity desk aft of the bed in front of the wardrobes beside the 
cabin door

§ Maximization of door threshold and ceiling heights for 
increased clearance on the main deck including the master 
shower doors

§ Guest Accommodations- Wood floors in all the interior guest 
areas including the galley. Lower deck and main deck including 
the service pantry are all wood floors

§ Port double guest cabin is built with sliding beds but has single 
queen mattress

§ Linen cabinet (with modification) in the lower deck guest lobby 
has extra washer and dryer

§ All the guest mattresses are Magniflex

§ Maximum storage under each bed with bed-lifting mechanism, 
except sliding beds in guest cabins which have drawers

§ All the tables indoor and outdoor are of a modern yacht style 
like Namaste Design
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§ The transversal credenza cabinet between dining area and 
lounge area to be used for storage of chinaware and silverware 
with proper arrangement

§ The main deck aft cockpit table incorporates a champagne 
bucket/bouvette in the middle with a teak lid and drain

§ Sun deck area to accommodates frozen drink machine with up 
and down system

§ Main saloon 65" TV with pop-up system and (2) side cabinet- 
one to be used for an undercounter fridge

§ Back lighted onyx slab in fwd saloon wall

§ 5-Burner cooktop in galley

§ Sink macerator in the galley

§ Largest possible oven in galley and most powerful hood for the 
dimension of the galley. Galley is built and painted including 
the space for the hood

§ Above countertop wine cellar in the galley with top part of the 
pantry with bottle holders, mirror and glass cabinet

§ Industrial ice maker

§ Leather sofa with storage inside

§ Extra silent HVAC System

DOPAMINE



Equipment List - Upgrades

§ Sea water micro filtration for fwd pool for transparent water 
when navigating in the intercostal

§ Increased diameter of water intake for ability to fill the pool 
faster

§ Bow flag post for the family crest

§ Aluminum side ladder with (2) handrails, one on each side

§ Extra deep freezer in crew mess area

§ Small table for backgammon in the wheelhouse sofa. Table is 
custom designed

§ Anti-skid in the pool

§ Physical switch for the interior light to be installed with 
"dimmer-able" option

§ Master shower configuration modification in order to 
accommodate two people showering at the same time

§ Flybridge layout with "C" shape couch and (2) ottomans for 
sunbed conversion with lock in position pins and storage 
underneath

§ Cockpit door with motion system and push bottom for 
"opening”
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§ Skylights glass on the hard top with darkest as possible glass

§ Gianneschi FQ 15 oil pump to replace standard hand pump

DOPAMINE



Hi-Fi & Entertainment System - Interior

MAIN DECK
Deck Salon:
§ 55" TV Samsung UE55KS7000
§ Focal Cube Subwoofer
§ Focal 100 IW6 Speakers
§ A/V Receiver Denon AVR X-3500H Series
§ Sealux HD/3D A/V Client
§ Apple iPad Mini 16gb
§ Satellite Decoder

Owner Cabin:
§ 49" TV UHD 4K NU8000
§ Focal Cube Subwoofer
§ Focal 100 IW6 Speakers
§ A/V Receiver Denon AVR X-3500H Series
§ Sealux HD/3D A/V Client
§ Apple iPad Mini 16gb
§ Satellite Decoder
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LOWER DECK
VIP Cabin Starboard:
§ 49" TV UHD 4K NU8000
§ Focal 100 IW6 Speakers
§ A/V Receiver Denon AVR X-1600H
§ Sealux HD/3D A/V Client
§ Apple iPad Mini 4 16gb
§ Satellite Decoder

VIP Cabin Port:
§ 49" TV UHD 4K NU8000
§ Focal 100 IW6 Speakers
§ A/V Receiver Denon AVR X-1600H
§ Sealux HD/3D A/V Client
§ Apple iPad Mini 4 16gb
§ Satellite Decoder

Guest Cabin Starboard:
§ 32" TV M5520 Full HD Smart TV
§ Focal 100 IW6 Speakers
§ A/V Receiver Denon AVR X-1600H
§ Sealux HD/3D A/V Client
§ Apple iPad Mini 4 16gb
§ Satellite Decoder

DOPAMINE

Guest Cabin Port:
§ 32" TV M5520 Full HD Smart TV
§ Focal 100 IW6 Speakers
§ A/V Receiver Denon AVR X-1600H
§ Sealux HD/3D A/V Client
§ Apple iPad Mini 4 16gb
§ Satellite Decoder

Crewmess:
§ 32" TV M5520 Full HD Smart TV
§ Satellite Decoder

Captain Cabin:
§ 32" TV M5520 Full HD Smart TV
§ Satellite Decoder

Crew Cabin (x2):
§ Harman Kardon Omni 20 Wireless 

HD Audio System



Hi-Fi & Entertainment System - Exterior

Flydeck:
§ Creston Amplifier Ecler Egpa8-150
§ Sonance VPXT6R Waterproof Loudspeakers
§ Sealux HD Audio Client
§ Yamaha WXAD-10 Airplay Adapter Wireless 

Music
§ Apple iPad Mini 4 16gb

Fore Deck:
§ Sonance VPXT6R Waterproof Loudspeakers
§ Sealux HD Audio Client
§ Yamaha WXAD-10 Airplay Adapter Wireless 

Music

Garage:
§ Sonance VPXT 6R Waterproof Loudspeakers
§ Sealux HD Audio Client
§ Yamaha WXAD-10 Airplay Adapter Wireless 

Music

Aft Deck:
§ Amplifier Ecler Egpa8-150
§ Sonance VPXT 6R Waterproof Loudspeakers
§ Sealux HD Audio Client
§ Yamaha WXAD-10 Airplay Adapter Wireless 

Music
§ Satellite Decoder
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Auxiliary Specification

§ STARLINK

§ CCTV
Axis Camera PTZ P5512E
o Aft deck ceiling
o Engine room 1
o Arch rear view

§ Axis Camera P1214E
o Anchor port
o Anchor starboard

§ THERMAL CAMERA
E-NAV ISMART
Fixed-mount thermal night vision system assists with steering 
around obstacles, collision avoidance and finding people in the 
water at night. Integrated into existing electronics

§ CCTV Display and Control Station
By Sealux A/V client will be possible to display and control CCTV 
system

§ NETWORK
Cisco SG 300-52P, 24 ports 10/100/1000 Mbps
48 PoE ports, 4x SFP, QoS, VLAN

§ UNIFI AP
WiFi access point
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§ Peplink Pepwave BR-1 4G Access Router
The MAX BR1 offers redundant SIM slots with automatic switching, 
DC or terminal block power capability, advanced GPS fleet tracking, 
and remote management, all packed into a durable metal 
enclosure

§ Harbour 2.4 Ghz WiFi Antenna Aigean LINK2
The Aigean LINK2 is a lightweight and compact wireless client that 
features significantly improved signal strength and quality versus 
traditional mobile devices (laptops, phones, tables, etc.) when 
connecting to shore-based networks, such as those at marinas, 
hotels, homes and businesses

§ SAT Antenna
TV SAT
Sea Tel 80 TV World Wide is the smallest new generation Sea Tel TV 
antenna. It is ideal for installation on vessels where real estate is at 
a premium. Installation is easy, and if you're upgrading from a 
legacy '04' Sea Tel TV antenna, Sea Tel 80 TV will slot right in. Other 
features such as the advanced programmable LNB and integrated 
DVB-S2 tuner for reception and identification of DVB-S2 and DVB-S 
satellite broadcasts ensure that when you choose the Sea Tel 80 TV, 
you get one of the most convenient, yet advanced maritime TV 
solutions available today. Direct TV capability in SD

§ V SAT
Sailor V600 is small but perfectly formed and the most advanced 60 
cm class Ku-band antenna available today. It offers unmatched 
reliability and link stability on a global basis1, opening the world of 
maritime broadband on VSAT to a wider range of vessels

DOPAMINE



Navionics Specification

Wheelhouse:
§ 24" Multi-Function Display

A full glass screen (without frame). Monitors and controls all driver 
information including engine data, warnings, and electronic 
features in one place

§ Plotter
GPSMAP 8624 large-format multi-function display featuring 24" full 
HD screen with touch control

§ Grid Garmin Remote Input Device (dashboard/seat armrest)
Full control of compatible chartplotter

§ Radar
Garmin GMR Fantom 54 solid-state radar with 50 W of power uses 
MotionScope technology to detect and highlight moving targets in 
different colors to show if they are moving away or approaching

§ GPS
Built to take advantage of the GLONASS system/constellation of 
satellites as well as standard GPS

§ Gyro/Autopilot Sensor
CCU Reactor 40 Gyro/Autopilot- Reactor CCU is the brain of the 
Reactor 40 autopilot system, containing sensory equipment used 
to determine heading and rate of turn

§ Volvo Penta Dynamic Positioning Antenna
Automatically holds boat's heading and keeps it within a very 
limited area
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§ Furuno VHF DSC Class A - IMO FM8900 S
Semi-duplex 25-watt VHF radiotelephone with built-in Class A DSC 
and CH70 watch receiver

§ Furuno SSB HF/MF GMDSS Class A Wheelmark Approved IMO

§ AIS800- 5 watts of transmit power
§ Sounder

GSD25 1Kw Chirp Clearvu-Side-Vu- Premium sonar module

§ Airmar M265LH

§ Triducer Pass Plast DST800

§ Triducer Panoptox PS51-TH Front Vu

§ GWind & GND10 Black Box

§ Furuno Navtex NX700
Dual-channel receiver for SOLAS ships complying with new NAVTEX 
performance standard

§ BNWAS
Main Panel & Process Unite BR-510/520-E-10. Include: Main Alarm 
Panel BR-510, Processo Unit BR-520, Cable Assembly 10 m BR-
510/BR-520
Alarm Panel BR-540 in crewmess
Alarm Panel BR-540 in captain's cabin

§ Intercom System Phonotech CIS 3100 Phontech

DOPAMINE



Navionics Specification

§ 9052 - Substation
Garage: Watertight version of 9001 cabin unit

§ 9003 - Substation for Headset
Engine Room: with relay; noise cancelling microphone

§ 9001 Indoor Unit, Wall Mounted
Crewmess: for cabins and mess rooms, 2-way speaker, calling signal 
and PTT

§ Furuno Inmarsat STD C/LRIT Wheelmark Approved IMO

Flybridge:
§ 16" Display GC 8616 with full glass screen (without frame). Monitors 

and controls all driver information including navigation, engine 
data, warnings and electronic features in one place

§ Furuno RB8900W Full Function Remote Handset with Display

§ Grid Garmin Remote Input Device
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